WHITEWATER
Whitewater kayaking is an exciting sport that involves paddling down rivers and rapids – from simple, gently moving water to demanding,
challenging rapids. The sport encompasses a wide variety of disciplines, from creek boating to river running to play boating, and each offers
different ways to appreciate the river. With so many approaches to choose from, there is a style of whitewater paddling for everyone. Whitewater
paddling is becoming increasingly accessible to a wider population thanks to better equipment and improved designs. Gear made speciﬁcally for
kids, and in a wider range of adult sizes, has also made whitewater paddling more appealing in recent years. Speciﬁed boat and gear designs have
grown to meet the needs of each style of whitewater paddling. Creekboats tend to be larger volume with signiﬁcant rocker, bulbous ends, and a
more rounded hull. Playboats are generally shorter and smaller volume, often with a ﬂat hull, slicey ends and sharp chines. River running boats
generally utilize a blend of creekboat and playboat characteristics, aiming for a balance between stability and playability. Boats, paddles, PFDs,
and helmets are designed distinctly to cater to the speciﬁc demands of paddlers on all types of whitewater. Countless accessories also exist to
make paddling easier, more comfortable, and more feasible in a variety of weather conditions.
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NEW FOR 2012

PYRANHA - SHIVA
The Shiva joins the proven Burn design to give Pyranha the
strongest lineup of creek boats on the market. An all-out creeker
with a soft edge, and more rounded hull, the Shiva gives paddlers
maximum conﬁdence to push their limits. Progressive rocker and
width towards the stern gives high speed and maximum stability.
Raised bow rocker deﬂects rocks and softens landings. The peaked
deck resurfaces quickly. Soft stern chines let you carve into microeddies with control and conﬁdence. Shiva, fast, forgiving and full on
– it’s all about the Stout.

SPECS:
Length: 249 cm - width: 65.4 cm - volume: 295 L
www.pyranha.com

NEW FOR 2012

FLUID - BAZOOKA
You like to run the steeps. You do it in the company of friends you
can trust. You scout the lines, set up safety. But when you get in
your boat, leave the eddy to aim for the horizon line, you’re really
going ... Oh wait, that was the blurb for the Solo! Truth is, the goals
of creekboat design haven’t changed. But our knowledge of kayak
design and the interaction with turbulent water in the most extreme
conditions has changed. Harder rapids than ever before are being
run by the elite athletes of the whitewater world. Feedback on
designs is more comprehensive and more precise than ever before.
Our understanding of the complex ﬂuid dynamics involved has
improved dramatically.

SIZES: SMALL - LARGE - MEDIUM

SPECS:
Length: S = 230 cm / 7’ 5” / M = 245 cm / 8’ / L = 260 cm / 8’ 5” - Width: S = 64 cm / 25.1” / M = 65 cm / 25.5” / L = 66 cm / 25.9”
www.ﬂuidkayaks.com

NEW FOR 2012

LIQUIDLOGIC - STOMPER 80
The Stomper follows the long lineage of outstanding creek designs
at Liquidlogic. Its beginning and history start here on their home
river, the Green. Developing the Stomper began by blending the
speed, stability and rolling ability of the Remix Series with the
bomber construction, safety, and boofability of the Jefe Series. This
combination, coupled with the Stomper’s playful semi-planing hull
will give you the conﬁdence to maximize your experience on your
local run and take you far into your paddling future.

SIZES: STOMPER 80, STOMPER 90

STOMPER 80 SPECS:
Length: 8’ 2” / 294 cm - width: 26” / 65 cm - volume: 80 gal / 303 L - weight: 46 lbs / 21 kg - paddler weight range: 110-210 lbs / 50-95 kg
www.liquidlogickayaks.com
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NEW FOR 2012

BLISS-STICK - TUNA
After a nice long R & D period, Bliss Stick has gotten their new creek
boat - the Tuna - to production stage. For anyone out there who isn’t
from New Zealand, Tuna isn’t actually referring to the ﬁsh that is
often eaten from a can. It is the Maori name for eel, and reﬂects what
Bliss Stick wanted from this boat: something that was sleek, fast and
manouverable. Tuna is also the nickname for New Zealand’s most
famous kayaking river, the Kaituna. By recently winning the Sickline
Extreme Whitewater Worlds for the second time in a row, Sam Sutton
proved what’s hidden in this new creation. A combination of longer
length, strong rocker and deﬁned egdes make for top speed and agility
while still being stable and predictable in steep, high volume whitewater.

SPECS:
Length: 258 cm – width: 67.5 cm – volume: ~ 300 L – weight: 20.9 kg
www.bliss-stick.com

NEW FOR 2012

ZEROATTIVO - ORGASMO
Drawing on experience from over 800 rivers around the world,
as well as decades of research, precision paddling and extreme
competition, the result is the Orgasmo! Paddlers will immediately
appreciate its stability, fast hull, and soft rails, and will be ready to
approach rapids with conﬁdence. Pushing the limits, you’ll ﬁnd the
Orgasmo your best partner for whitewater adventure. Speed and a
no-edges-shape make this boat perfect to cross the heaven and hell
of extreme kayaking. The round bow guarantees your soft landing,
but the semi-round centre hull and the rounded sides will help you
paddle the best and hardest line. Available even in a XXX version in
black color and CrossLink Polyethylene.

SPECS:
Length: 255 cm / 8’’ - width: 66 cm / 26’’ - volume: 315 L / 83 gal - weight: 21 kg / 46 lbs - paddler range: 70 - 95 kg / 155 – 210 lbs
www.zeroattivo.com

ZET - RAPTOR
Raptor is a serious addition to the creeking world. This cutting edge
new creekboat combines balanced volume, stable hull, great plastic
and bombproof outﬁtting with lots of speed to charge. Raptor was
developed by competitors Honza Lasko and Viktor Legat and made
by the Zelezny technology, which makes it one of the stiffest and
most durable kayaks out there with an unbelievable 4-year warranty.
This kayak will enhance the abilities of the pros as well as help the
beginners to tackle their ﬁrst harder whitewater.

SPECS:
Length: 255 cm / 8’4’’ - width: 68 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 310 L / 82 gal - weight: 18 kg / 40 lbs - paddler weight range: 75 - 110 kg / 165 – 242.5 lbs
www.zet-kayaks.com

JACKSON KAYAK - VILLAIN S
Hundreds of hours of research, planning, and testing went into this
creeker. The Villain is getting rave reviews from serious creekers,
male and female alike, impressed with the Villain’s ﬂoaty feel, ability
to punch holes, resurface like a champ, speed and tracking, agility,
stability, carve ability, and forgiving nature. There are two versions
on the loose: a small/ medium known as the “Villain S” (100-180 lbs)
and a large called simply “the Villain” (160-250 lbs). Citizens beware
– the Villain also has been proving to be irresistible among paddlers
of the fairer sex as well.

SIZES: VILLAIN S, VILLAIN

VILLAIN S SPECS:
Length: 249 cm / 8’2’’ – width: 65 cm / 25.5 ‘’ - volume: 300 L / 79.5 gal – weight: 20 kg / 45 lbs – padder weight range: 45 – 82 kg / 100 – 180 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com
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FLUID – BIG BANG
The Big Bang is our evolutionary creekboat/expedition kayak
capable of handling class 5 creeks yet at the same time having
ample speed for long hauls and enough packing space for extended
periods in the wild. It is super forgiving despite the longer length,
highly manoeuvrable, punches through big holes, boofs like a much
shorter boat, and has the volume and peaked decks to keep it on top
at all times. Features include: a sealed off foam bulkhead, a raised
knee area which is relatively wide to accommodate big paddlers,
copious volume and an extended water line means that heavy
paddlers will ﬁnd the Big Bang a cruise. It is naturally an easy boat
to roll. It is based on our on our highly successful Expedition Solo,
creating a longer, faster version, but with changes in some crucial
features.

SPECS:
Length: 270 cm / 8’10’’ - width: 65 cm / 25.5’’ - volume: 310 L / 82 gal - weight: 22.5 kg / 49 lbs - paddler weight range: 70 - 135 kg / 155 - 300 lbs
www.ﬂuidkayaks.com

BLISS-STICK - MYSTIC
Built to be bullet proof. Designed to meet the demands of the purest
creek boater who insists on the next level of performance and style.
A hull to get up and go and enough rail to hang on line, this is one
serious creation. Already, the Mystic is renowned for its ability to
shine on the true hardcore runs and it is unmatched for ease and
capacity for multi-day, expedition style kayaking.

SPECS:
Length: 243 cm / 8’ – width: 66 cm / 26’’ – volume: 276 L / 73 gal – weigth: 21.5 kg / 47 lbs

www.bliss-stick.com

LIQUIDLOGIC - JEFE
Developed to make creeking more fun and safe by providing
maximum conﬁdence to paddlers of all skill levels, the Jefe was
ﬁnalized after trips worldwide and daily poundings on our backyard
Green River Narrows. Whether it be some big-volume beast in the
middle of nowhere or your local adrenaline-ﬁx, this ultimate creeker
takes care on rivers of any size. The rocker proﬁle and extra volume
in the bow eat up big rapids, while the soft chines and added width
at the hips provide stability and control during quick transitions. Tried
and true, the original Jefe has paddlers smiling all over the world.

SIZES: JEFE CHICO, JEFE, JEFE GRANDE

JEFE SPECS:
Length: 294 cm / 8’ 2’’ - width: 69 cm / 26.5’’ – volume: 299 L / 79 gal - weight: 21 kg / 46 lbs - paddler weight range: 57-93 kg / 125-205 lbs
www.liquidlogickayaks.com

PYRANHA - BURN
Pyranha’s proven performance creek machine. The focused
precision performance design of the Burn makes it exactly what you
need for pinpoint accuracy on the river and allows you to boof like a
pro. Wheather you want to eddy hop down a remote gorge or Burn
down you local run with precision and accuracy there is more than
one reason to choose this world leading design.

SIZES: BURN S, BURN M, BURN L

BURN M SPECS:
Length: 245 cm - width: 65 cm - volume: 279 L - weight: 19 kg - paddler weight range: 55-105 kg
www.pyranha.com
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RIOT - MAGNUM 80
Creeking is one of those things where science and unknown can’t
be separated completely. At least it seems this way. But let me pull
the strict science out of the pile: the Magnum. This thing sums up all
the knowledge the Riot paddlers have acquired about creeking since
day one. The right length and shape to punch well through features
without losing too much momentum and end up going vertical.
How to make it buoyant yet maneuverable… Now walk conﬁdently
towards the unknown, science has been well taken care of.

Sizes: MAGNUM 72, MAGNUM 80

MAGNUM 80 SPECS:
Length: 8’4’’ / 254 cm - width: 26.5’’ / 67 cm - volume: 80 US gal / 303 L - weight: 50.9 lbs - 23.1 kg - paddler weight range: 170 lbs - 230 lbs / 77 kg - 104 kg
www.riotkayaks.com

ROBSON - TWENTY
Form and function. Extra volume in the front combined with ample
rocker lends more control and makes it easier to come up and out
from drops and boofs without losing speed. A double edge rail for
tracking and speed helps paddlers catch the smallest eddy. Robson
outﬁtting. Twenty years of whitewater paddling in one boat!

SPECS:
Length: 260 cm / 8’6’’ - width: 68 cm / 27’’ - volume: 38 cm / 15’’ - weight: 20 kg / 44lbs - paddler weight range: 55 - 90 kg / 121 - 200 lbs
www.robson.de

BIG DOG - DROPZONE 8.4
The DropZone is a high volume, displacement-hulled creek boat
that, as the name suggests is ideal for gnarly descents and tight,
steep lines. Also great for those trips further-a-ﬁeld that often require
a degree of gear to be carried, its displacement hull ensures that
even when laden, performance is maintained and handling remains
predictable. For reassurance in extreme or remote situations this
kayak features some added safety features including: six rescue
points, twin deck pillars to form a U shaped internal safety cage and
2 sizes of Full pate footrest. Voted by the readers of Canoe & Kayak
magazine in France as ‘Boat of the year 2010’

SPECS:
Length: 254 cm – width: 66 cm – weight: 29.5 kg – paddler weight range: 70-130 kgs

www.bigdogkayaks.com

ZET - VELOC
This is the new creation in the ZET product line. Inspired by the
Raptor, but made with a few important changes, it is its smaller
cousin. The boat is perfectly balanced and easy to handle. This
kayak will help you to tackle those lower water technical creeks but
still has enough volume and speed, so you will not get lost in a big
volume river or any extreme kayak race.

SPECS:
Length: 245 cm - width: 65 cm - volume: 280 l - weight: 18 kg - paddler weight range: 45- 80 kg
www.zet-kayaks.com
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BLISS-STICK - SCUD
Evolution or Revolution, who cares. One thing’s for sure, this boat is the hottest ride in a long time.
Innovative, both in design and construction, all things to all people, the “SCUD” is simply like no
other. Our high performance playboat hull cleverly combined to what is truly the shortest and most
dynamic creek boat ever made. There ain’t nothing you can’t bomb with a SCUD...

SPECS:
Length: 203 cm / 6’8” - width: 66 cm / 26” - volume: 284 L / 66 gal – weight: 17 kg /
36 lbs
www.bliss-stick.com

EXO – DEMON
High-performance and compact dimensions, conceived for steep torrents and large cascades.
Stable and fast thanks to the low baricentre and the gliding bottom. Careful study of water lines
and weight distribution guarantee safety and easy execution of the eskimo roll. Features: four
handles, two “points” for anchoring spring clips, an ergonomic seat, adjustable puncture-proof
footrests, unbreakable polyethylene ribs, and a bailing cap.

SPECS:
Length: 241 cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 19 kg - volume: 280 L - paddler weight range:
50-85 kg
www.exokayak.com
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NEW FOR 2012

DAGGER - MAMBA
Tested rigorously by some of the most renowned paddlers and
kayak coaches in the world, the new 2012 Mamba has been reﬁned,
tweaked to perfection, and made to prove itself again and again on
a huge variety of whitewater. With increased volume and carefully
designed rails, the Mamba is built to be fast, yet predictable and
forgiving on even the pushiest of big volume whitewater. For the
aspiring class 3 paddler who wants to stay upright and on line, or the
seasoned river guru who requires a fast, capable river boat to make
those tricky moves every time, the 2012 Mamba is a new classic.

SPECS:
See www.daggereurope.com for full specs
www.daggereurope.com

NEW FOR 2012

EXO - XT260
The XT260 is our latest exciting whitewater kayak. The XT260 is the
more compact version of the successful XT300. Speed, agility and
manoeuvrability are its winning characteristics. The XT260’s smaller
size combined with its excellent response and stability makes it
particularly suitable for lighter paddlers. The newly designed interior
structure (seat, footrest, thigh braces and bulkheads) gives the hull
great rigidity allowing for noticeable weight reduction and improved
performance. A real jewel and welcome addition to our whitewater
kayak range.

SIZES: XT 260, XT 300

XT 260 SPECS:
Length: 241 cm – width: 66 cm – volume: 260 L – weight: 20 kg - paddler weight range: 50-85 kg
www.exokayak.com

NEW FOR 2012

JACKSON KAYAK - THE RIVER
The JK River is going to provide you with that traditional river
running look and feel with all the beneﬁts of a modern efﬁcient hull
and state of the art ergonomics and outﬁtting. The River is going
to give a whole new generation of boaters the ability to experience
attainments, enders, and the fast ﬂowing river running experience
that so many of us built our paddling lives on. The beginner will
achieve conﬁdence immediately as the stability of the River along
with its supreme JK comfort and the ease of rolling will shorten the
learning curve. With 3 sizes (small, medium and large) Jackson
Kayak provides this kayak to any sized boater, making it the ideal
kayak for schools and clubs.

SIZES: THE RIVER 55, THE RIVER 65, THE RIVER 75

THE RIVER 65 SPECS:
Length: 8’4” / 250 cm – width: 25.5” / 65 cm – paddler weight range: 140-190 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com
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JACKSON KAYAK - FUN RUNNER
Drawing from the strengths of both the Fun and Hero series the Fun
Runner is the logical choice for a ﬁrst time kayak purchase. Forgiving
yet playful, it offers new boaters the opportunity to dip their toes into
all that kayaking has to offer and come away as a true enthusiast that
will stay in the sport for life. Don’t think that because this is the best
teaching tool that it is only going to appeal to beginners. Advanced
boaters will look to spice up their classic runs with the Fun Runner
while intermediate boaters will push their comfort zone in this one
boat quiver. Start to explore all that the dynamic world of whitewater
has to offer by running new rapids with conﬁdence as well as surﬁng
up a storm on your way down the river.

SIZES: FUN RUNNER 60, FUN RUNNER 70

FUN RUNNER 60 SPECS: Length: 7’9” / 236 cm – Width: 25” / 63.5 cm – paddler range: 100-190 lbs
FUN RUNNER 70 SPECS: Length: 8’2” / 249 cm – Width: 26-3/8” / 67 cm – paddler range: 170-270 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

BIG DOG - FORCE
Semi-Displacement or Semi-Planning, call it what you will but the
Force will speak for itself on the river and has already gained a
reputation for its speed and agility. The Force is a “Full-On” river
runner with a semi-displacement hull, excellent volume distribution,
raised rails, rotomoulded deck pillar and plenty of rocker. The Force
can charge, boof, ﬂare, carve, slide and re-surface with the best of
them. In fact, the only limiting factor to the Force’s performance is
the paddler sitting inside! Fast, safe and responsive, the Force is
everything you’ll need from a ‘proper’ River Runner.

SIZES: FORCE 7.7 FORCE 8.0 FORCE 8.3

FORCE 8.0 SPECS:
Length: 244 cm - width: 65 cm - weight: 18.5 kg - paddler weight range: 70-120 kg
www.bigdogkayaks.com

FLUID - DETOX
The Detox hull incorporates a variation of the Nemesis rail system
with super forgiving sidewalls and generous kick rocker to create an
exciting but very stable ride. It boofs like no man’s business, surfs
green waves like a charm, catches must-make eddies with ease,
runs creeks like a creekboat, runs big volume runs like a playboat.
What more can you ask for? There is ample volume, which, combined
with the peaked decks, ensures controllable surfacing when running
drops. The deck proﬁle and hull width makes the Detox super easy
to roll, inspiring conﬁdence on difﬁcult runs.

SIZES: DETOX S, DETOX M, DETOX L

DETOX M SPECS:
Length: 230 cm / 7’6” - width: 64 cm / 25.25” - volume: 250 Litres / 66 gal - weight: M = 19 kg / 42 lbs - paddler weight range: M = 60-95 kg / 130-210 lbs
www.ﬂuidkayaks.com

WAVE SPORT – DIESEL 70
They’ve called it the 4x4 of kayaks. The SUV of river-runners. Runs
rapids like a fast creekboat and also has a hull that will spin on green
waves. Now it’s all that and more. Peaked deck for resurfacing check. A honed combination of planing hull and continuous rocker for
the ultimate in agility - check. Outﬁtting that will let Sasquatch ﬁt in a
kayak – big, hairy, check. This isn’t just an evolution of the original.
Welcome to the next gen of river-running.

SIZES: DIESEL 60, DIESEL 70, DIESEL 80

DIESEL 70 SPECS:
Length: 8’ / 244 cm - width: 25.5’’ / 65 cm - volume: 70 gal / 265 L - weight: 40 lbs / 18 kg - paddler weight range: 120 - 190 lbs / 54 - 89 kg
www.wavesport.com
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BIG DOG - FLUX 7.2
Flux One for those who feel their paddling style is in a state of
“Flux”, wanting a true River Runner but not wanting to relinquish all
playful antics. The Flux retains the key playboat design feature, a full
planing hull, whilst incorporating River-Running levels of volume, a
water shedding foredeck and more forgiving rails. This combination
of features makes a kayak comfortable and forgiving for running
rivers but one that can still make dynamic use of play-waves and
holes on the run down.The Flux does not pretend to be a freestyle
kayak but it is certainly at the more playful end of River Runners. The
Flux is where Playboats and RiverRunners meet head on.

SIZES: FLUX 7.2, FLUX 7.7

FLUX 7.2 SPECS:
Length: 221 cm - width: 64 cm - weight: 15.5 kg - paddler weight range: 45-85 kg
www.bigdogkayaks.com

JACKSON – HERO
The newest generation of this proven whitewater river runner is even
more stable, easier to maneuver, easier to roll and more comfortable.
Think sporty too - the new Hero is short and stable, yet super fast
for the length. It is as wide and ﬂat as possible, while still allowing
the paddler full edge control both on the water and on rocks. The
reﬁned drop chines allow for snappy eddy turns and incredibly easy
to control ferries and surﬁng. The new rocker proﬁle turns booﬁng,
which was once its kryptonite into one of the easiest booﬁng boats
in history!

SPECS:
Length: 7’4’’ - width: 26’’ - volume: 74 gal - weight: 39 lbs - paddler weight range: 115 – 190 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com/hero-series

LIQUIDLOGIC - REMIX
Perfect for novices and instructors excited about rolling and proper
eddy turns, big water junkies wanting to safely push their limits, or
experienced racers looking to cash-in, the Remix is a new concept
altogether that combines the clear advantages of a relatively narrow and
longer hull platform with modern chine placement to create an unrivaled
comfortable, stable and responsive package. We’re talking about a boat
that carves like a ski when put on edge, stays on the surface when
running drops, has a fast hull for catching waves that others just can’t
catch, rolls easily and inspires conﬁdence. Like an updated classic tune
with its new, funky, progressive backbeat, the Remix blends the soul of
the past with the technology of present in a vision for the future.

SIZES: REMIX 47, REMIX 59, REMIX 69

REMIX 59: SPECS:
Length: 8’ 5’’ / 257 cm – width: 25’’ / 64 cm – weigth: 40 lbs / 18 kg – volume: 59 gal / 223 L – paddler weight range: 110-200 lbs / 50-91 kg
www.liquidlogickayaks.com

RIOT - THUNDER 65
A current is energy: any source of energy is worthless until it’s
channeled, cleverly conducted towards an effect. That’s exactly what
the Thunder does. Point it upstream and its bevelled edges and ﬂat,
shallow hull will make any ferry effortless. Point it downstream and
all that speed makes it punch through everything smoothly. Just like
a reversible switch.

SIZES: THUNDER 65, THUNDER 76

THUNDER 65 SPECS:
Length: 7’8’’ / 234 cm - width: 25.5’’ / 65 cm - volume: 65 US gal / 246 L - weight: 48 lbs - 21.8 kg - paddler weight range: 110 lbs - 180 lbs / 50 kg - 82 kg
www.riotkayaks.com
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EXO - PIN UP
Thanks to the ﬂat bottom, the balanced volumes and its rails, the
more radical moves become possible. The PIN-UP is ideal for
river running and for kids, due to its stability. The Pin-up can also
accomodate paddlers with heavy-set builds.

SPECS:
Length: 187 cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 15 kg - paddler weight range: 50-90 kg
www.exokayak.com

JACKSON KAYAK - FUN
The third generation of this best-selling kayak earns its name for
novices working on fundamentals and bomb-prooﬁng rolls to experts
wanting to run hard stuff but still play their way down the river.
Improvements include better foot comfort, bow and stern stay out
of the water better, smoother/ easier paddling, faster and looser for
surﬁng. Available also in the larger Super Fun for the biggest funlovers.

SPECS:
Length: 195.5 cm / 6’5’’ – width: 62 cm / 2’ – volume: 210 L / 55.5 gal – weight: 14 kg / 31 lbs – paddler range: 61 – 82 kg / 135 180 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

PYRANHA - LOKI
With DNA ﬂowing from Molan, Varun and Pyranha’s proven
desgin history the Loki has less volume in the deck, and the ends
lengthened creating a long and slicey playboat. It will surf, pirouette
and wave wheel, allowing you to run the river in style. Designed to
revive the classic moves that we learned when we played the river
the ﬁrst time.

SIZES: S, M, L

LOKI M SPECS:
length: 226 cm - width: 64 cm - volume: 227 L
www.pyranha.com
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NEW FOR 2012

PYRANHA - JEDEYE
The JedEye has been designed for world-class wave and hole
performance. It will become the choice of the new school freestyle
paddler, loose, fast and super easy, for both beginners and winners.
Learn to initiate your ﬁrst basic moves or perfect your winning trophy
combos.

SIZES: JEDEYE S, JEDEYE M, JEDEYE L

PRE-PRODUCTION JEDEYE M SPECS:
Length: 180cm - width: 65cm - volume: 208 Ltrs
www.pyranha.com

NEW FOR 2012

TITAN KAYAKS - GENESIS
The 2012 Genesis Series is faster, more forgiving and lets you push
your paddling to the next level. Mixing forgiving edges with rails that
still carve and give a crisp release. Secondary rails in the nose and
tail to let you ride your edge right until the peak of your bounce.
Short and loose for effortless spins and faster rotation from end to
end. Whether you’re a beginner jumping in your ﬁrst freestyle kayak
or a pro searching for that next big trick the Genesis will help you
get there.

SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE

GENESIS MEDIUM SPECS:
Length: 176cm / 5’9 ½’’ - width: 67cm / 26’’ - volume: 208L / 55 Gallons - weight: 14kg / 30lb - paddler weight range: 55-80kg / 120-180lb
www.titankayaks.com

NEW FOR 2012

LIQUIDLOGIC - FREERIDE 67
The term freeride is deﬁned as going without a set course, goals or
rules. It means taking the most creative line possible. The design
concepts of the Freeride 57 and 67 allow the paddler to take full
advantage of the total play potential of any river or play park with
complete comfort and conﬁdence. Be it surﬁng smooth carved lines
on the face of a wave, throwing well balanced precision cartwheels
and loops, or splatting and squirting your way down the river, the
Freeride is designed to create that uncharted line.

SIZES: FREERIDE 57, FREERIDE 67
FREERIDE 67 SPECS:

Length: 6’ 9” / 206cm - width: 26” / 66cm - volume: 67 gal / 253 l - weight: 33 lbs / 15kg - paddler weight range: 180-260 lbs / 82-118kg
www.liquidlogickayaks.com
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FLUID - DOPE
It has come to our attention that there are still paddlers out there who
want to get high. So we created the Dope. No, you can’t smoke it.
But you can get high with it. So high, in fact, that you can do multiple
aerial moves before landing. So high that you can wave at the crowds,
the skies, the birds, the stars, the angels, the fairies, the ... Oh wait,
you can’t smoke the Dope. The Dope is the latest progression in the
science of freestyle kayak evolution. The fusion of radical design with
composite material technology takes freestyle to the next level. Gone
are the days of blaming your equipment for your failures. Gone are the
days of blending in with the crowd of mediocrity.

SIZES: S, M, L

SPECS:
Length: S = 175 cm / 5’7”- M = 180 cm / 5’ 9” - L = 185 cm / 6’ Width: S = 62 cm / 24.4’ - M = 65 cm / 25.5” - L = 68 cm / 26.7”
www.ﬂuidkayaks.com

JACKSON KAYAK - ALLSTAR
The go-to boat for the world’s best kayakers helps hometown
paddlers feel like champions too. Equally at home on waves or holes,
this powerful, compact, lightweight boat delivers lightning fast moves
and huge air whether learning a trick for the ﬁrst time, or performing
the hardest tricks with the biggest amplitude in national and world
championships around the globe. This boat is also available in the
larger Super Star and the linebacker sized Mon-Star.

SIZES: MON-STAR, ALLSTAR, SUPER STAR

ALLSTAR SPECS:
Length: 5’10’’ – width: 25 ¾’’ – volume: 55 ½ gal – weight: 30 lbs – paddler range: 130-200 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

JACKSON KAYAK - ROCK STAR
The freestyle boat that shows up on the podium more than any other
brand, the Rock Star loves the limelight. Shorter, faster, looser, and
lighter, and a higher seating position that gives you more leverage
adds up to bigger looping, spinning and lightning fast combos.
McNasty and Phonix Monkey moves were made easier with
improved rocker proﬁle in the bow to allow it to “reel up” high before
throwing. Reﬁned drop chines and balanced volume distribution
make keep saying Wow! every time you try something different.
Shave more weight and go even huger by special ordering the Rock
Star in carbon Kevlar.

SIZES: S, M, L

ROCKSTAR M SPECS:
Length: 5’9” - width: 26” - weight: 29 lbs - paddler weight range: 140 - 200 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

RIOT - ASTRO 54
The Astro series offers a crisp and dynamic freestyle playboating.
With release edges all around the hull, the perfect amount of rocker
back and forth and just the buoyancy you need to push it down
enough, without staying down too long upon landing. The result?
A bouncing machine that will let you show it off without kicking you
off the curb in the next turn. All these features serve the purpose of
putting you in the right place at the right moment. Whether you land
frontwards or backwards… we’ll leave that up to you!

SIZES: ASTRO 54, ASTRO 58

ASTRO 54 SPECS:
Length: 6’2’ / 188 cm - width: 25’’ / 63.5 cm - volume: 54 US gal / 204 L - weight: 34.2 lbs / 15.5 kg - paddler weight range: 110 lbs - 180 lbs / 50 kg - 82 kg
www.riotkayaks.com
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ROBSON - BLOWFISH
A freestyle weapon deﬁning the next generation - hard edges along
the length of the boat, a higher seat position and a higher volume
distribution around the cockpit. This radical wave and hole shredding
device is double fun. Easy enough to handle for rodeo novices
and heavy use playboaters, both have big time fun. Designed by
Sebastian Striebel.
Additional notes: Pro Logic Seat System and Overthruster

SPECS:
Length: 191cm / 6’3’’ - width: 67.5cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 190 L / 50 gal - weight: 15 kg / 32 lbs - max. cap.: 90 kg / 198 lbs
www.robson.de

WAVE SPORT – PROJECT X 56
International competition ﬁend and longstanding leader in playboat
design, Wave Sport introduces the all-new Project X. The highly
reﬁned design, new volume distribution and blazing-white outﬁtting
system make it the ultimate in performance and visual excitement.
The explosive Project X represents a half-decade of freestyle
research from the world’s top kayak team. It is the new benchmark
in paddler control both on waves and holes, with no sacriﬁces. It’s
ﬁnely tuned to maintain speed, deliver pop, offer easier release, and
provide smooth control over any wave. More volume around the
knees gives control, maximum comfort, and a slicier performance
at the ends.

SPECS:
Length: 5’11’’ / 180 cm - width: 25.75’’ / 65 cm - volume: 56 gal / 212 L - weight: 32 lbs / 14.5 kg - paddler weight range: 140-210 lbs / 64-96 kg
www.wavesport.com
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THE NEW
2012
MAM
BA
SPEED, VOLUME & CONTROL
1

2

SMOOTHER, FASTER HULL SHAPE
Carries more speed and accelerates quickly.
Great for steep, technical moves and perfect
for bigger volume power paddling.

INCREASED VOLUME
Especially in the stern, giving a drier ride and
improving stability on difficult eddy lines, for
punching through features and landing drops.

3

TUNED SIDEWALL AND RAIL PROFILES
Full in the mid section and tucked to the ends.
Improving paddler feedback and control without
resorting to trippy edges. Makes for a more
agile boat.

3
2

1

Available now in 7.6, 8.1 and 8.6 sizes featuring Dagger’s River and Creek outfitting options.

NOW MANUFACTURED IN THE U.K

SEE TEST RIDER VIDEOS AT DAGGEREUROPE.COM

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
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JACKSON KAYAK - ROCKSTAR - CARBON
What could possibly go bigger and faster than a Rock Star? A 9.5
Kg Carbon Rock Star! This engineering masterpiece uses carbon,
Kevlar, foam core, advanced techniques and top notch craftsmanship
throughout. Less swing weight means the ease of initiating moves is
noticeable the ﬁrst time you try it. Paddlers will immediately feel as
if they just took a 10-pound weight out of their kayak. The rigid hull
stays true to the design in any situation and shines on big waves
for massive take-offs. Sold with custom comfort outﬁtting: Sure-lock
backband, Happy Feet and Sweet Cheeks 200.

SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE
CARBON ROCKSTAR M SPECS:

Length: 5’9” - width: 26” - height: 14.25” - volume: 58 gal - weight: 21 pounds SL - paddler weight range: 140-200 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

ZET - SAGO
ZET kayaks introduces with pleasure a new pure freestyle
competition special, that unites elegance and aggressiveness. The
main goal was to make a light boat for freestyle kayaking that would
be tough enough for riding on waves and in holes.

SPECS:

Length: 185 cm - width: 65 cm - volume: 220 l - weight: 7.5 kg - paddler weight range: 65- 85 kg
www.zet-kayaks.com

GUIGUI-PROD - EASYMIX 2008
“The 2008 Easymix was originally designed by Guigui & Leo for the
Buseater Worlds in ’07. They created one of the easiest boats to go
huge on waves in, but at the time it wasn’t known just how good a
design it was in holes, too. In my mind, it’s still the best design today.
I haven’t paddled it yet at any spot where it hasn’t excelled. It goes
massive, is easy to paddle and, combined with Guigui’s class leading
construction, is the toughest and lightest carbon boat out. I won the
World Champs this year in the 2008 model and since starting to
paddle the boat in 2008 my kayaking and results have gone to new
levels. Now I have the option to paddle in any design I want and I still
choose to paddle my boat.” Pringle, 2011 World Freestyle Champion

SPECS:
Length: 1,85m / 6’1’’ - width: 60cm / 23,6’’ - weight: 8,5kg - paddler weight range: 65-75kg (up to 90 kg with customization)
www.guigui-prod.com
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GUIGUI-PROD - EASYMIX 2010
The Easy Mix 2010 is the latest from Guigui Prod’s. Guigui and Mat
Dumoulin put in this boat all their knowledge of construction, shaping
and understanding of whitewater. It’s an easy boat, allowing for very
smooth paddling with forgiving edges. It’s also a very snappy and
radical kayak after initiating tricks. This is what this shape brings: it’s
easy to paddle down a river, enter into a feature, surf and spin. Then
it gets radical when you start doing a trick, because then you are
using a different part of the boat. You can ﬁnd in this very progressive
kayak what you’re looking for when you’re looking for it. This boat
is made for world champions and passionate local paddlers alike.

SPECS:
Length: 1,79m / 5’10’’ - width: 60cm / 23,6’’ - weight: 8,5kg - paddler weight range: 65-75kg (up to 85kg with customization)
www.guigui-prod.com

TITAN KAYAKS - GENESIS CV
Lighter, stiffer, faster, looser, better. Within this design we focused on
bringing out the true potential of what a composite boat can do. To not
just simply take our plastic boat and produce it as a composite, but
instead to take into account the unique characteristics of composite
materials within the design process to push our designs further and
create a boat that was designed specially to be a composite.
Some of these features include...
• Rocker that utilizes the extra speed gained by a Carbon/Kevlar hull.
• Secondary nose and tail rails for sharper edge to edge transitions,
carves and bounces to make full use of your boats 8kg weight.

SPECS:
Length: 176cm / 5’9 ½’’ - width: 67cm / 26’’ - custom volume: 208-227 l / 55-60 gal - weight: 8kg / 17.5lb - Paddler weight range: 60-97kg / 130-210lb
www.titankayaks.com

VAJDA - STEALTH
Why not use the best materials to go big? With more than 20 years
of experience in composite constructions, the Vajda group teamed
up with Peter Csonka to build new freestyle kayaks that have the
best performance for waves and holes anywhere. The weight,
the stiffness and the shape allow paddlers to go bigger and faster
than it was ever possible before. The Stealth is the gun for future
competitions. It is opening a new era of freestyle kayaking. Our goal
was to build a boat that you try once and you don’t ever want to
paddle any other boat - and we made it! So enjoy the Vajda like the
boat designer, World Championship silver medalist Peter Csonka,
does.

SPECS:
Length: 185 cm / 6’1’ – width: 64,5 cm / 25,4’’ - height 33,5 cm / 13,1’’ – weight: 9,5 kg / 20,9 lbs – paddler weight range: 73-83 kg / 160-183 lbs
http://vajdafreestyle.com
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WAVE SPORT - PROJECT 54 CX LIMITED EDITION
Every paddle stroke feels effortless to propel the boat forward due to
its ultra-light weight. This transfers into moves while surﬁng a wave
or a hole, or running a rapid. Hand crafted layer-by-layer to achieve
rigidity and durability in exactly the right places, the end result is a
very light and stiff boat with exceptional performance and impact
resistance. Individually numbered, handcrafted series of only 50
were issued worldwide.

SPECS:

Length: 6’ 2’’ / 188 cm - width: 25’’ / 64 cm - weight: 20 lbs / 9 kg - volume: 54 gal / 205 L – paddler weight range: 120-200 lbs / 54-91 kg
www.wavesport.com

LETTMANN - GRANATE COMPOSITE
Developed by four world champions: Fabian Dörﬂer - K1 Slalom
world champion, Thilo Schmitt -Sickline World Champion, Jochen
Lettmann - K1 Slalom World Champion and Olympic Bronzemedalist
and Klaus Lettmann - K1 Downriver World Champion. They
guarantee that this new Creek boat is not only fast but it also reacts
on every stroke you do in whitewater like a slalom kayak. The
high volume gives you control for boofs and drops without losing
speed. We use high-strength synthetic ﬁbers combined with high
quality resins, which signiﬁcantly prolong survival time, give the
boat a better, more personalized look, and have a favorable effect
on paddling ability.

SPECS:
Length: 260 cm – width: 65 cm – weight: 13 kg – volume: 300 l – paddler weight range: 70-135 kg
www.lettmannkayaks.com

WHITEWATER

CROSSOVERS

Overnighters or day trips, running whitewater or cruising the ﬂats with ease - these boats manage to do it all.

JACKSON – ROGUE
The quiver of one for the paddler that wants to do it all - meandering
rivers, light touring, Class II-III whitewater – this hybrid whitewater/
touring design goes downriver with conﬁdence and crosses lakes
with precision glide. A generous waterline and retractable skeg lets
you check out the scenery without worrying about getting off track.
Adjustable hip pads and foot braces plus a Surelock backband add
up to long-term comfort while ample storage keeps gear dry for
overnight trips. Available in two sizes, Rogue 9 and Rogue 10.

SPECS:

Length: 9’4’’ - width: 27.75’’ - weight: 44 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

NEW FOR 2012

ROBSON - APEX
Touring and whitewater? YES! The Apex delivers! A nimble and
versatile package allowing you to enjoy light whitewater and easy
touring. Abundantly, outﬁtted with drop down skeg, rear bulkhead
and large hatch along with a small easy to reach day hatch.
Comfortable cockpit with adjustable backrest, footrest and thigh
braces. The Apex is stable, responsive and quick to accelerate. A
great boat for exploring it all!

SPECS:
Length: 310 cm / 10’4’’ - width: 68 cm / 27’’ - volume: 36 cm / 14’’ - weight: 23 kg / 50 lbs - max. cap.: 120 kg/264 lbs
www.robson.de
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NEW FOR 2012

ZEROATTIVO - VERVE FISHER
Verve is an excellent multipurpose kayak. Super easy for beginners,
stable and handy, it is an excellent companion for those who live
kayak adventures in large scale. From a quiet Sunday on the lake to
an exciting river trip to practicing kayak ﬁshing on the sea to your ﬁrst
whitewater experience, Verve is never out of place.
Verve Explorer is equipped with big watertight stern storage, skeg,
bungee and deck waterbottle holder. Available in “College,” “Sun,”
and “Fisher version,” completed with paddle keeper and rod ﬁshing
holders.

SPECS:
Length: 310 cm / 10’’ – width: 66 cm / 26’’ – deck height: 39 cm / 15,3’’ – cockpit: 87 x 47 cm / 34,25’’ x 18,5’’
www.zeroattivo.com

LIQUIDLOGIC - REMIX XP9
It is often said that there is gap in kayak design, that no “one” kayak
excels in whitewater yet carries speed across ﬂat calm lakes and
slow moving rivers… that is until now. The Remix XP was designed
to bridge the gap between the two once and for all. It is an extension
of our popular river runner series and although its roots are ﬁrmly
planted in whitewater, the XP’s extended waterline allows it to cruise
the ﬂats with ease. The XP has an integral skeg which when deployed
offers superb tracking; but with the skeg tucked away the boat offers
the agility needed to excel on whitewater. Finally, the dry storage
compartment can easily hold a weeks worth of camping gear.

SIZES: REMIX XP9, REMIX XP10

REMIX XP 9 SPECS:
Length: 9’ 3’’ / 282 cm – width: 26’’ / 66 cm – weigth: 446 lbs / 21 kg – volume: 73 gal / 276 L – paddler weight range: 100-220 lbs / 45- 100 kg
www.liquidlogickayaks.com

JACKSON – DYNAMIC DUO
This is a high performance tandem with all of the comfort, dryness,
durability, ease of rolling, and outﬁtting of Jackson Kayak’s top of the
line Hero series. Suitable for teaching, guided river trips or bringing a
friend, child or signiﬁcant other along, the Dynamic Duo really opens
up paddling to those who aren’t quite ready to go solo! Designed
to deliver optimum performance over a wide range of weights and
distributions.

PECS:
Length: 12’ - width: 26.5’’ - volume: 143 L - weight: 65 lbs - paddler weight range: 265 – 500 lbs
www.jacksonkayak.com

PYRANHA - FUSION
The Fusion allows paddlers to enjoy two great areas of paddle sport,
whitewater and touring. Super stable, fast and easy to paddle, the
Fusion gives you the freedom to choose from some fun whitewater,
checking out a sheltered bay or making overnight trips and letting
paddlers really enjoy the great outdoors. Also avalible in small size.

PECS:
Length: 312 cm / 10’ 2’’ - width: 66 cm / 2’2’’ - volume: 308 L / 81.5 gal - weight: 20.8 kg / 46 lbs - paddler weight range: 55 - 130 kg / 121 – 287 lbs
www.pyranha.com
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RIOT - BOOGIE 50
Now a classic, the Boogie is undoubtedly the boat of choice on
rocky shores and for any surf kayaker seeking an affordable, high
performance and care-free surﬁng machine. Its squashtail template
with super-sharp rails on the back and long, roomy front and provides
tremendous speed, tons of carving power, and allows paddlers of all
sizes to feel the love.

SPECS:
Length: 7’9’’ / 236 cm - width: 24.7’’ / 63 cm - volume: 50 US gal / 189 L - weight: 35 lbs / 16 kg - paddler weight range: 120-200 lbs / 54-91 kg
www.riotkayaks.com

NEW FOR 2012

FLUID - DO-IT-NOW
The Do-It-Now is a unique whitewater sit-on-top. Contrary to other
“whitewater” sit-on-tops, the Do- It-Now has a true whitewater
pedigree. It allows for exactly the same interface between paddler and
boat as any whitewater kayak, meaning that the knees, key to boat
control, are in ﬁxed contact with the kayak. This allows the paddler
to control the kayak properly by edging the boat accurately when
needed, and it also allows the paddler to roll the boat easily. Being
a sit-on-top, the Do-It-Now has the advantage of being sealed from
water entering the shell. This allows a swimmer to get back onto the
boat anywhere making swims much shorter and less intimidating. No
more swimming to the bank and emptying water out of a heavy boat.

SPECS:
Length: 280 cm / 9’ 1” - width: 70 cm / 27.5”
www.ﬂuidkayaks.com

NEW FOR 2012

EXO - XW1
The new XW1 is our latest model and the ﬁrst surf kayak produced by
Exo, developed and designed with the cooperation of the best Italian
surf kayakers with international experience. The XW1 is the ideal
all-round surf kayak both for fun kayakers and the more experienced
sports enthusiast, giving you a great feeling paddling the boat and
allowing the execution of “cut back”, “off the lip” and “bottom turn”.
Due to its special design, i.e. central bulkheads in polyethylene and
foam, this kayak is extremely strong and light which allows for fast
reboots and exciting performance.

SPECS:
Length: 235 cm – width: 62 cm – weight: 14 kg – paddler weight range: 55-90
www.exokayak.com

NEW FOR 2012

AQUARIUS - X-ROCK
Canoe Polo “X Rock,” new model for season 2012. Since our ﬁrst
canoe polo design, the Aqua Polo, main trends and rules have been
changed. Aware of present trends in the world of canoe polo we
decided to make modern canoe polo design – the X-Rock. Our goal
was to ﬁnd the best combination of speed and agility. For impact
zones we use integrated padding. The Carbon VIP version weighs
7.3 kg, with seat and padding! The club version is heavier but more
durable and cheaper.

SPECS:

Length: 299 cm - width: 58cm - weight: 7,3 kg - paddler weight range: 75-100 kg

www.aquariusport.com
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LETTMANN - ERGONOM MULTI WAVE EXTREM

LIGHTNING - THUNDER NIGHT

This lightweight paddle is designed for whitewater and freestyle
kayaking. The wave structure on the blades gives the paddle
more durability and stiffness. Also the wave design creates a
hydrodynamic lift that offers more pressure by using less power.
The Extrem-Version of our Multiwave-Paddle is a solid carbonkevlar-construction with kevlar-rim that promises a long friendship.

Made from high performance ﬂow tech the Thunder Night is extra
durable and lightweight. A classic creeking shape with a large
surface area for good purchase on the water. The oval bent shaft
makes it is easy to place your hands and maintain control.

SPECS:

Length: 190-210 cm - weight: 940g - feather: 55°, custom - material: carbon / kevlar

Length: 190-200 cm - weight: 1100 g - blade size: 42 x 21.5 cm - feather: custom material: Flow Tech

www.lettmann.de

www.robson.de

SPECS:

NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

NIX - EXTREME

OPHION - KATANA

NIX paddles is a new brand in the world of whitewater. The original
shape and proﬁle of the NIX Extreme paddle has been designed
with maximum stroke effectiveness and stability in mind. The NIX
brand is particular about using the highest quality materials. The
paddle construction has been developed for durability in extreme
conditions, and has been tested by daily use over the last year.

Smooth, balanced, powerful and light. We wanted to compliment
the already powerful aggressive existing range with something a
little less aggressive, giving the paddler a smoother more traditional
stroke. The unique dihedral ridge on the powerface keeps the
paddle stable while it slices through the water on a draw stroke.
Due to the new design we managed to reduce the blade length and
retain the width giving you quick loaded power that stays stable. It’s
this combination of Dihedral and Spine shape that keeps the paddle
so balanced. For creekers and freestylers alike.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 185-210 cm - weight: 1050g - blade size: 47 - 20.5 cm - feather: 0- 90 - material:
Carbon

Length: custom - weight: 900 gr - blade size: 46x21 cm - feather: custom - material: carbon

www.nix-paddles.com

www. ophionpaddles.com

NEW FOR 2012

ROBSON - HAIDA

SELECT - PULSE

Technology: Flow Tech is lighter, stronger, and greener because
its epoxy free. Design: BIG, down turned blades for power and
less chance of catching on your boat at crucial moments. Powerful
entry with smooth follow through. FlowTech blades are light and
buoyant in aerated water, less fatigue on the shoulders. Stable
bracing and rolling. Top creeking and play boating paddle.

The Pulse is the powerful aerated buoyant paddle made by
Select. The Pulse combines foam core blades and thin edges,
making it easy. Impressive stability in every situation. The blade
generates power stroke and easy handling. This new paddle is a
combination of rock solid construction and very light handling. The
top-notch paddle for professional kayakers!

SPECS:

SPECS:

www.robson.de

http://select-kayaks.com

Length: 190-200 cm - weight: 1100 gr - blade size: 42 x 22 cm - feather: custom - material:
Flow Tech
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NEW FOR 2012

NEW FOR 2012

TY WARP - FIRE CC BENT SHAFT

Z & J SPORT - KAYAK PADDLE

High end foam core paddle made of Synergy Carbon. Stiff, strong
and fast forward. The ultimate paddle for extreme kayakers as
well as slalom specialists. Signature neutral bent shaft.

Brand new kayak paddle with the following features: • Material
100% carbon ﬁber • Carbon oval shaft (3 options) • Clear coated
blade • 5 blade sizes • adjustable split shaft, 10cm adjustment •
Superlight weight of 700g +/- 20g

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 192-204 cm - weight: 1000g - blade size: 48 x 21cm - feather: 35° - material:
Synergy Carbon

Length: 205-215cm; 210-220cm; 215-225cm - weight: 700g - blade sizes: 15x49cm;
15.5x50cm; 16x50cm; 16.5x53cm; 17x53cm - material: carbon ﬁber, epoxy resin

www.tywarp.com

www.zijie-sport.com

H2O - HYDRA

NIL - DESIGNER PADDLE

The Hydra Series whitewater paddle provides solid performance
with crisp blade feel, control and enhanced comfort. Available
in Grip Indexed Ergo Bent (Both Carbon and Texalium) shafts.
Asymmetrical blade proﬁle provides solid performance for both
freestyle and river running. The Nano-Technology Nickel Blade
adds new aesthetics and allows more stiffness and durability
than anything on the market. Lighter, Stiffer, Stronger – The H2O
Hydra.

Did you ever want to have your own design or brand on a paddle?
Then this is the right way for you! The trademark N I L guarantees
the best quality. All our paddles are high-tech products with
foam cores and quality top-sheets. We are NOT producing selfadhesive stickers! We manufacture high-class paddles individual
for each company at a reasonable price! Design a unique paddle
with your own label.

SPECS:

SPECS:

www.h2opaddles.com

www.nilstyle.com

PANENKA - BLISS

PANENKA - COBRA

Flexible kayak paddle for most demanding paddlers. Stiff and
superlight blade for stable and powerful stroke. Shaft as per your
choice.

Premium kayak paddle for extreme white water and river running.
Stiff and superlight blade for stable and powerful stroke. Shaft as
per your choice.

SPECS:

SPECS:

www.panenka-paddles.cz

www.panenka-paddles.cz

ROBSON - FLUID PRO LOGIC

WERNER - SHO-GUN

The Fluid is our most popular paddle, ideal for rodeo and creeking.
The Fluid’s aysmmetrical blades with a slightly dihedral proﬁle
facilitate effective strokes close to the boat, meaning more control
especially in freestyle moves. Also, available in full carbon version
and ﬁberglass with Carbon bent shaft.

The Sho-Gun is the ultimate creek and river running paddle. The
large blade design is balanced to create a clean catch that is
immediately powerful and smooth through out the entire stroke.

SPECS:

SPECS:

www.robson.de

www.wernerpaddles.com

Lengths: 185, 188, 191, 194, 197 - Shafts: Bent Carbon, Bent Texalium - Offsets: 0, 12,
30, 45 - Colour: Chrome

Length: 180-210 cm - weight: 900 g - material: carbon-kevlar

Length: 190-202 cm - weight: 1150 gr - blade size: 42 x 22 - feather: custom - material:
Fiberglass

Length: 192 / 194 / 197 / 200 cm - weight: 1000 g - blade size: 21cm x 495cm - material:
CFK / GFK prepreg

Length: 180-205 cm - weight: 900 g - material: carbon-kevlar

Length: 185-206 cm - weight: 36 oz Straight Shaft / 38 oz Bent Shaft - blade size: 48 x 20
cm - feather: Available - material: Performance Core Carbon
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OPHION - KATANA – CLUB

PALM - MAVERICK G5

New Ophion Katana-Club slices through the water like a knife; it’s
smooth, balanced, powerful and light. We wanted to compliment the
already powerful aggressive existing range with something a little less
aggressive giving the paddler a smoother more traditional stroke. The
unique dihedral ridge on the powerface keeps the paddle stable while
it slices through the water on a draw stroke. Due to the new design we
managed to reduce the blade length and retain the width giving you
quick loaded power that stays stable. It’s this combination of Dihedral
and Spine shape that keeps the paddle so balanced.

The Maverick G5 is a powerful and versatile whitewater paddle,
featuring a tough injection moulded Nylon 6 blade, and a strong,
light, carbon/glass shaft.

SPECS:
SPECS:

Length: custom - weight: 1000 - blade size: 46x21 cm - feather: custom - material: Glass

Length: 194, 197, 200 cm (Custom available) - weight: 1150 g - blade size: 680 sq cm
- feather: 45-degree standard (Right), Custom available - material: Glass ﬁlled Nylon 6
blade, cardon/glass shaft

www. ophionpaddles.com

www.palmequipmenteurope.com
NEW FOR 2012

TYWARP - FIRE FB

AINSWORTH - N104 SIDE KICK

Top of the line eco-friendly paddle. Our Eco Series features a
whole range of whitewater and touring paddles made of natural
ﬁbres. The Fire FB has a foam core blade consisting of ﬂax ﬁbre
with a basalt ﬁbre shaft. Both are ‘‘green’’ materials: non-polluting,
non-hazardous, non-toxic, recycable. Great performing paddle
with an environment-friendly edge.

Tough Nylon 66/Long Glass ﬁbre kayak paddle.
Whitewater, river running paddles, also great for the surf. The
large blade area produced the power to catch the waves and so
this paddle is a favourite with the surfers. Shafts are Titanium
enriched aluminium alloy, glass or ﬁlament wound carbon, all with
an index grip on the control side. Extra `X` grips are also available
on the full range.

SPECS:

Length: 180 – 220

www.tywarp.com

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

AINSWORTH - N105 PLAYSTICK – CRANK SHAFT

AQUA-BOUND - SHRED CARBON

Tough Nylon66/Long Glass ﬁbre kayak paddle blade with crank
shaft. Short, stumpy blade for playboating and shallow rivers.
The crank shaft is a Titanium enriched alloy, carbon composite,
which utilises the best qualities from both materials, and produced
a crank shaft strong enough for whitewater. The crank shaft is a
striking Electric Blue.

The Aqua-Bound Shred carbon shaft paddle features an all-new
blade shape. With a little help from world champion kayaker
Ken Whiting and friends, the Aqua-Bound Shred has come to
complement all the changing kayaks on the market. The result is
a blade shape with no ﬂutter and lots of power. The Shred Carbon
shaft comes with black blades that are made using polythalamide
material and are reinforced with carbon abX resin. Therefore, the
blade is extremely durable, but also stiffer and lighter.

SPECS:

152

SPECS:

Length: 192-204 cm - weight: 1000g -blade size: 48x21cm - feather: 45° - material: Flax/
Basalt

SPECS:

Length: 180 – 205

Length: 192cm-200cm - weight: 34.5oz - blade size: 7.75’’ x 18’’ - feather: 1pc or 4pc
(30degree RHC) - material: T-700 Carbon

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

www.aquabound.com
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KOBER - ENERGY

PROFIPLAST - XENA

The top model of the ATT-whitewater-series! Reinforced
polyamide(Nylon®) with carbon provides impact resistance,
durability and lowest weight. With the precision of a composite
paddle and its sophisticated hydrodynamics, and without
impairing ridges and edges, you will always have the power for
the perfect line, even in trickiest whitewater.

The Xena is specially designed for whitewater and freestyle
paddling and provides you a smooth and strong forward and
backward stroke. Its thermoplastic blade with progressive shape
ﬁlled with carbon ﬁber has excellent abrasion resistance. The
blade surface is 723 cm², with a duraluminium or composite shaft
in one-piece version.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 194-203, in steps of 3 cm - weight: ca. 950 g - blade size: 45 x 19,6 cm - feather:
45° R/L - material: polyamide + carbon ﬁbre, in ATT

Length: 180-220 cm - weight: from 976 g - blade size: 723 cm² - material: PA with carbon

www.kober-paddel.de

www.proﬁplast.com

SCHLEGEL - POLO

KOBER – ZOMBIE EFC

The new Polo Paddle offers excellent characteristics for the
beginner to intermediate Polo user. It also meets and conforms to
the ofﬁcial guidelines. Blade: PU Rim Shaft: Anodised aluminium
with plastic oval grips. Dimensions: 196cm / 198cm / 200cm /
202cm / 204cm Weight: about 1250 gr.

Zombie EFC: Powerful. Unstoppable. Green. With this new
whitewater paddle all advantages of the EFC-technology (Entire
Foam Core) are now available in low-priced ﬁbreglass construction.
It has more volume in the blade for enhanced buoyancy even
in air ﬁlled water. Bracing and rolling are made much easier. It
offers an even, hydrodynamically perfect cross-section without
any impairing ribs and edges, for a balanced performance with no
ﬂuttering or splashing. Stiff, light-weight blades.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 196/198/200/202/204 cm - weight: 1250 g - feather: 90° - material: PU

Length: 191 – 203 cm - weight: 1.070 g straight, 1.130 g ergo - blade size: M=47 x 19,3
cm - L= 47,5 x 20 cm - feather: 45° R/L - material: carbon/aramid/ﬁbreglass - size: L, M

www.kutech.de

www.kober-paddel.de

TNP – JAGO

TNP – RAPA

This kayak paddle is designed for whitewater kayaking. It will be
mainly produced on the 28 mm diameter shaft but is available on
30 mm shaft as well. With its smaller blade area, it ﬁts perfectly
into hands of junior paddlers or women but it has already captured
the attention of many paddlers, with its great design and features.
Available in yellow or black color.

This kayak paddle allows you to paddle down any type of
whitewater. It is available on four types of shafts (duralumin,
ﬁberglass, carbon, carbon-kevlar), also with YP coupling which
allows you to set any type of angle and extend the paddle up
to 10 cm, allowing each paddler to choose their most suitable
combination. The paddle can be also produced as a simple split,
perfect as your spare paddle in your boat.

SPECS:

SPECS:

Length: 182 - 240 cm - weight: 750 - 970 g - blade size: 608 cm2

Length: 182 - 240 cm - weight: 860 - 1160 g - blade size: 713 cm2 - material: technical
plast (PA)

www.tnp.cz

www.tnp.cz
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SWEET - ROCKER FULL FACE
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NIL - RHINO FC

SHRED READY - STANDARD FULLFACE

The Rocker Fullface boosts conﬁdence when facing the
challenges of life. This is a full coverage helmet with the
most extensive protection available. It has all the amazing
Rocker features, but Sweet have added a low proﬁle
composite jaw guard that prevents you from emptying your
pockets for new teeth when shit happens. The unique jaw
guard construction ﬂexes under great loads to reduce the
forces applied to the neck. A proven performer for gnarly
creeking around the world.

NIL pops up with new standards! Their helmets and
paddles offer special designs and an elaborate surface
ﬁnish. Having found a brand new method of manufacturing
a shell with new look, NIL is able to fulﬁl a wide range of
desires according to customers individual requests. For
many years international top athletes have relied on NIL
helmets made of the GFK-prepreg. NIL, formerly known
as Riverstar, stands for high-quality products and the ﬁnest
Austrian melon protection you can ﬁnd. Weight: 400 g

Features include: • ABS injection molded shell • MultiImpact molded EPP liner • HOG2.0 Retention System - ﬁts
behind nape of neck for secure custom ﬁt • ABS injection
molded face mask • Interchangeable compression molded
closed-cell foam ﬁtting pads with super plush material that
hooks to liner • Soft nylon • Stainless steel rivets and burrs
to stop the corrosion • Duraﬂex fasteners, adjusters, and •
Four-point retention system.

Sizes: M/L (56 - 59 cm / 850g) - L/XL (59 - 61 cm)

Sizes: S/M: 53-56 - M/L: 56-59 - XL: 59-62

Sizes: One Size: Small, Medium, and Large,
ﬁtting pads are included

www.sweetprotection.com

www.nilstyle.com

www.shredready.com

SHRED READY - STANDARD FULLCUT

WRSI – MOMENT

SWEET - ROCKER

A new standard in helmet design has been set with the
introduction of the SR Standard. Designed from the ground
up to provide unparalleled performance. The Standard
Fullcut takes the same great ﬁt and style of the halfcut and
adds extra protection over the ears.

The Moment is the brand new full-on creeking helmet
from WRSI. The Moment takes fullface protection to a
new level. The moment you sit in the eddy with your mind
racing. The moment you pull into the current and your mind
goes blank, this is your time, this is your moment.

Sizes: One Size: Small, Medium, and Large,
ﬁtting pads are included
Colors: Carbon Blue, Carbon Black, Electric
Blue, Flash Green, Glossy Black, Orange,
Pearl White & Pink

The Rocker FC is a high performance helmet for really
rough conditions. It introduces the brand spanking new
top shell TLC shell technology (Thermoplastic Laminated
Carbon ﬁber). With this extremely dependable technique,
we’re able to combine the elasticity of injection-molded
thermoplastic with the rigidity and strength of carbon ﬁber.
This technology enables us to very effectively tune the
shell for different properties in different areas.

sizes: 48-59 cm

Sizes: M/L (56 - 59 cm / 550 g)
L/XL (59 - 61 cm)

www.shredready.com

www.wrsisafety.com

www.sweetprotection.com
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NEW FOR 2012

NRS - CHAOS

WRSI - TRIDENT COMPOSITE

SWEET - STRUTTER

The NRS Chaos Water Helmet is an excellent choice for
kayakers, rafters, stand-up paddlers and canoeists looking
for safe, economical and comfortable head protection.
This adjustable helmet gives you the features you need
and the style you want at a price that won’t break the bank.
Durable ABS plastic shell with dual-density EVA foam for
outstanding comfort and protection.

The Trident is the groundbreaking carbon composite
helmet from WRSI. Carbon Composite Shell, Interconnect
retention System, Multi-Layer Impact Absorption Liner

Introduced in 2000, the Strutter changed everything
with a unique design that combined extreme protection
capabilities with the deﬁning form of a baseball cap. It’s a
beauty, and has won tons of design awards over the years.
With the 2012 Strutter, Sweet is about to change the game
again. For this year, we’ve developed a brand spanking
new version of this true whitewater classic.

Sizes: XXS - XXL

Sizes: 48-59 cm

Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL

www.nrsweb.com

www.wrsisafety.com

www.sweetprotection.com

SWEET - WANDERER

PREDATOR - UNO

SHRED READY - STANDARD HALFCUT

The Wanderer is a dependable all around performer with
superior protection capabilities, made perfect for a large
variety of whitewater kayaking. The small beak keeps
water and sun out of your eyes while offering protection
and the unique, low volume, neck hugging Occigrip
tensioning system makes for a perfect personalized ﬁt.

New design for slalom kayaking. Small, light, CE approved.

Designed from the ground up to provide unparalleled
performance. Features include: • ABS injection molded
shell • Multi-Impact molded EPP liner • HOG2.0 Retention
System - ﬁts behind nape of neck for secure custom ﬁt…

Sizes: S/M (53 - 56 cm) M/L (56 - 59 cm / 550 g)
L/XL (59 - 61 cm)

Sizes: small

Sizes: One Size: Small, Medium, and Large,
ﬁtting pads are included - Colors: Carbon
Blue, Carbon Black, Electric Blue, Flash Green,
Glossy Black, Orange, Pearl White & Pink

www.sweetprotection.com

http://predatorunocanada.blogspot.com

www.shredready.com

SPREU – BUMPER

NIL - RHINO HC

SHRED READY – SUPER SCRAPPY

Our Bumper shell is constructed from high density
polyethylene with an adjustable plastic retention system
that ensures a proper ﬁt for just about all head sizes. The
inside of the shell is completely padded with EVA closed
cell foam which will protect against most high impact
collisions. An adjustable side-release buckle guarantees a
clean, secure ﬁt. CE-approved.

Having found a brand new method of manufacturing a shell
with new look, NIL is able to offer a wide range of choices
according to customers individual requests. For many
years international top athletes have relied on NIL helmets
made of GFK-prepreg. NIL, formerly known as Riverstar,
stands for high-quality products and the ﬁnest Austrian
melon protection you can ﬁnd. Weight: 380 g

Features: ABS injected moulded shell, HOG Lock retention
system, S-L ﬁtting pads included. Colors - Carbon Black,
Carbon Blue, Gloss Black, Matte White. Plus for 2011 Electric Blue

Sizes: 50 - 60cm

Sizes: S/M: 53-56 - M/L: 56-59 - XL: 59-62

www.spreu-boats.com

www.nilstyle.com

NEW FOR 2012

Sizes: Custom ﬁt using HOG
Lock retention system
www.shreadready.com
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PALM - LUNA

LANGER - EPIC V

STOHLQUIST – DESCENT

Designed speciﬁcally for women, featuring a front opening,
female ﬁtting foam template. Removable chest harness
and foam lined cargo pocket make this an industry leading
design.

A comfortable and casual white water pullover PFD
offering full ﬂotation and perfect freedom of movement.
Made of rugged cordura nylon and including a chest
harness with a quick-release buckle this PFD is a durable
and safe companion on the water. Sewn through harness
offers outstanding reliability and includes a front pocket,
inner pocket, dual cowtail parks and reﬂective materials to
complete the outﬁtting.

A fully supplied PFD for serious white water missions. In
spite of numerous safety features like a quick release belt
and a big front pocket for accessories and provisions it
is not bulky and offers a real wide operating range. Six
different adjusting features at chest, belly and waist offer
a perfect ﬁt. The cross chest cinch straps and the GrippLoc™ panels help to avoid any kind of unintended ride-up.

Sizes: Women's XS/S (60 N), Women's M/L
(65 N), Women's XL/XXL (70 N)

Material: Cordura - Colours: red; yellow

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL - Color: mango, red

www.palmequipmenteurope.com

www.textil-langer.de

www.stohlquist.com

LANGER - AKC SHAPE

NOOKIE - RIVERMONSTER XT

STOHLQUIST – ROCKER

All straps are bound in one system, so this PFD is perfectly
equipped for all kinds of safety and rescue needed in
difﬁcult white water situations. Made of rugged cordura
nylon, with front pocket, 2 inner pockets, knife pocket, a
chest harness with quick-release buckle and the extra
loud safety whistle this PFD has all you need for your next
adventure.

Adjust your vest the ﬁrst time you wear it and never have to
do it again. Or instantly tweak the ﬁt for a different person,
season, or layering. Punch and carve down a class V
canyon with the unrestricted kinetic ability of a slalom
paddler. Inspect a hard-to-see rapid from an overhang,
clipping in and out of belay without a fuss. Organise and
access must-have tools one handed and without ﬁddly
zips or velcro. Strap into a sling harness for an abseil or
a rescue.

The ROCKER with its body wrapping and ergonomically
articulated shaped torso stands for a maximum freedom of
movement. The cross-chest cinch harness adjustment and
the self-tensioning shoulders ensure a great ﬁt, following
every rotation of the torso. The Gripp-Loc™ interior nonslip panel helps to avoid any kind of ride-up, and the 6
adjustments, side pulls and a front waist buckle closure,
make sure that the ROCKER stays in place.

Material: Cordura - Colours: red; yellow

Sizes: S/M, L/XL - colour: Yellow, Grey & Black

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
Color: mango, red

www.textil-langer.de

www.nookie.co.uk

www.stohlquist.com
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NEW FOR 2012

HIKO - SALUKI

PEAK UK - RACER PRO CUSTOM

SANDILINE - PFD PRO

Comfortable racing buoyancy aid, for whitewater and
more. The Saluki offers low proﬁle construction and ﬂexible
sides, providing unrestricted range of movement. The life
jacket is made in accordance with ICF rules for whitewater
racing. Two versions available - for K1 and C1.

The Racer Pro Custom PFD is fully ISO approved and
was developed along side Peak UK’s competition athletes.
The exclusion of neoprene sides minimizes weight and
increases comfort while the ultra narrow cut results in more
freedom and movement. Featuring a custom print shell
which allows you to create your own design from colours
and logos to even photos - anything is possible.

The new PRO has adjustable webbings on the shoulder, ISO
12402 - 5 approved and ICF registred. A minimalist design
for competition performance. The soft AIREX foam is cut to
aid easy movement . The PRO is the favourite amongst the
Sandiline’rs & other world class athletes. Features: - durable
& resistant cordura 500 outer fabric - Low foam at front…

Sizes: XS,S/M,L/XL

Sizes: S, M, L - Colours: Custom design

Sizes: junior, XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

www.hiko.cz

www.peakuk.com

www.sandiline.com

YAK - ESCAPE

ASTRAL - WILLIS 500

DUEM STUFF - COMPETITION

Versatile whitewater vest with removable harness, perfect
for the rivers or the surf. Re-styled for 2012 with cool
new graphics. Pre-shaped front foam and low proﬁle rear
foam combine to ensure paddler comfort. Dual front cargo
pockets, easy access knife pocket, rear light stick holder.
Multipoint adjustment featuring new easy slide low proﬁle
buckles for shoulders and waist.

Weighing in at only 500 grams, this ultra light buoyancy aid
provides a complete range of motion for freestyle kayakers
and racers. The front of the Willis is separated into two
panels. Features include: Foam Tectonic design, HydroVent back to keep the user hydrated and cool, stretch
shoulders for mobility, durable Ripstop shell, front last tab…

Sizes: S/M, M/L, XL
Colours: Red/Black and Blue/Black

Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL
Colours: orange, black - buoyancy: 70 cn

It has been designed for professional slalom kayakers who
need the PFD to be extremely lightweight, comfortable,
minimized in volume and offer maximum ﬂexibility. Of
course all this has to be backed up with safety and this
product has it all. The lightest, thinnest and smallest
PFD on the market today. ISO 12402-5 certiﬁed with 50N
buoyancy and approved as ICF ofﬁcial product.

Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL

www.yak-paddling.com

www.astralbuoyancy.com

www.duemstuff.com

DUEM STUFF - FREESTYLE PFD

LANGER - VS GRAVITY

YAK - KURVE (LADIES)

Cleaner shape, strapped body shell and more buoyancy
bring you the vest that is made to improve the freestyle
performance of any level paddler. Many new details and
freaky designs bring you style that will make you stand
out as the individual in the company of the dull. But more
importantly, this PFD will give you the ﬂexibility and comfort
that you cannot even imagine a PFD can offer.

Pullover PFD with reduced ﬂotation for outstanding range
of movement. Perfect for play boating, workout and easy
white water. The chest harness can be upgraded and
the straps are all sewn through making this PFD a great
alternative for lighter persons.

Whether you’re new to whitewater, or looking for a
minimal play vest, the Kurve has the answer. 2012 sees
the introduction of a very stylish version of the Kurve
speciﬁcally created for female paddlers. Wider shoulder
webbing for improved comfort. Neoprene chest panels for
enhanced ﬁt. Expanding low proﬁle pocket…

Sizes: S/M, L/XL

Material: Cordura - Colours: red, yellow

www.duemstuff.com

www.textil-langer.de

NEW FOR 2012

Sizes: J, S/M, M/L, XL
Colour: Black with Magenta printing
www.yak-paddling.com
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DUEM STUFF - FREESTYLE NEOCOMBO

HF - SEAL SKIRT «EASY OFF»

LEVEL SIX - SPIN CYCLE

This is a completely new concept…especially designed for
freestyle. The neoprene top is made from a combination
of 0.5-mm FHA Ultraspan neoprene sleeves and shoulder
area, which is also ergonomically cut to avoid any stitches
under arms and arm pits. The torso area is made from
2-mm FHA Ultraspan neoprene so it gives paddlers
sufﬁcient protection against body-temperature loss and
also makes it stronger to attach it to an extreme spraydeck.

The new Seal Skirt “Easy Off” is the ﬁrst choice for
paddlers who are not used to a neoprene spraydeck yet.
The combined knee strap and front loop opening system
releases the spraydeck quicker and easier. The Seal Skirt
“Easy Off” in cockpit size Small ﬁts most of the modern
kayaks for small paddlers.

The Spin Cycle is a bungee randed whitewater skirt
featuring Rotex neoprene side panels for added resistance
against abrasion from your paddle. Based on the popular
Blender, the Spin Cycle employs a super stretchy neoprene
deck and a bungee rand that ﬁts easily and comfortably on
a variety of cockpit sizes. Construction: 4 mm diamond grid
neoprene deck with Rotex neoprene side panels…

S-65, M-72, L-80, XL-85 - cockpitsize: Keyhole
(ﬁts most boats), Pyranha, Riot, Bliss-stick

Waistsize: 62,70

Waistsize: XS, S, M, L, XL
Cockpitsize: one size

www.duemstuff.com

www.paddle-people.com

www.levelsix.com

NOOKIE - CINCH DECK

DUEM STUFF - EXTREME SPRAYDECK

SEALS – PRO SHOCKER

Economical intermediate deck for all kayaks and disciplines.
After the huge success of the Nookie Absolute Spraydeck
they were asked for another deck in the range without the
latex underside, an easy-on more basic version - so Nookie
made the Cinch Deck. If you’re looking for a deck with a
great ﬁt for your boat, that will be easy to ﬁt quickly with
loads of stretch yet will withstand the impact of introductory
level whitewater then the Cinch Deck is ideal for you!

This high performance 3.5mm neoprene with 3/8” stitched
bungee attachment to the rim offers top-edge wear guard
with Aramid Fibers with rim grip / safety slip technology.
The Pro Shocker has a form ﬁtting anatomical tunnel which
features glued, stitched and sealed seams (Image shown
in a custom color) Stock Colors: Black, custom colors upon
request

Waistsize: XS, S/M, L/XL
Cockpitsize: Keyhole & Bigdeck

Advanced neoprene technology has had a great impact
on our Extreme spraydeck design. Duem is the ﬁrst
spraydeck manufacturer to be using the newest Tatex
covered neoprene for the best grip and abrasion resistance.
Our spraydecks are manufactured from 3 different 4-mm
neoprene fabrics. Each one of them is used according to its
functionality. All seams throughout are double-glued, blindstitched from bottom (TATEX) side and sealed with head
transferred elastic waterproof tape.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL - Colour: Yellow, Grey & Black

Waistsize: XS-XXL - cockpitsize: 1.2-1.7

www.nookie.co.uk

www.duemstuff.com

www.sealsskirts.com

NEW FOR 2012
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